Corrigendum No. 3 to e-NIT No. 114/2019-20


Kindly read the name of the work as “Construction of Judicial Buildings (Excluding Cost of Cement)” in place of “Construction of Judicial Buildings (Excluding Cost of Cement) including electrification.”

The other terms & conditions will remain the same.

General Manager

NIT/2019-20/ 18628 -45

Copy to :-

1. The Chief Finance Officer, RSRDC Ltd., Jaipur
2. PS to GM/CPM-I, Jaipur/CPM-II, Jodhpur, RSRDC Ltd.,
5. The Project Director, RSRDC Ltd., Unit- Elect.I, Jaipur for uploading on website of RSRDC Ltd.
6. GF

(Brindra Singh)
Manager(Enquiry)
CORRIGENDUM IN NIT No-111 to 114/2019-20

It is to be informed to all the stakeholders that electrical works (external as well as internal) shall be executed later on separately, through separate specific electrical contracts, hence all the word, clause, original tender documentation, addendum and corrigendum etc. related to electrical works be deemed to be withdrawn and name of work be 'read as "Construction of Judicial Buildings (Excluding Cost of Cement)' in place of "Construction of Judicial Buildings (Excluding Cost of Cement) Including electrification'.

( Brindra Singh )
Manager (BOT)